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Discussion in ' Thumpers ' started by norton73 , Nov 23, Log in or Join. Adventure Rider. Click
to watch the YouTube Video. Woke up this morning and was looking at ADV on my phone while
drinkin' a coffee. I searched my history, and now it's "Page not found". Someone jump the gun?
More power, more torque, otherwise looked like the KLX I think so. I saw it too. Looks like a
pretty cool bike. DrHeinrich , Nov 23, Well at least we know this is coming to the US. Curious to
see if the CRFL is announced beyond Thailand in the next weeks and how exactly these two will
compare. Two gallon tank? Kind of expected that though. Rotopax to the rescue until or when
the aftermarket kicks in. I have the 1st one coming to my dealer reserved. DavidM1 , Nov 23, We
need a pic or two. ADV Sponsors. NJ-Brett , Nov 23, Joined: Dec 23, Oddometer: 9, Ninjafreak ,
Nov 23, Looks like Honda wins the award for best looking class dual sport. Bultaco , Nov 23,
Navin likes this. Joined: Jul 22, Oddometer: No mention of ABS which is a great thing as far as
I'm concerned! When are these going to be available in the US? Did Kawasaki use the same
plastics from last years ? Looks like it just slapped a sticker and motor in it! I'm fine with that,
pass the savings on to us! Bobk0 , Nov 23, Interesting bike, but Kawasaki is totally screwing
with us. Us KLR'ists woke up today like it might be christmas, but they pulled the switch on us,
and now more releases in Jan? What was this all about Kawasaki? We all know thats original
KLR anatomy under there They like to torture people. MikefromNL , Nov 23, Joined: Dec 31,
Oddometer: 1, Location: Vancouver. Pros: adjustable suspension. Old dash. No gear indicator.
Old styling. It looks like it will have a little more top end power than the Honda but likely less
low end torque based on engine parameters. I'm a bit disappointed in this one from Kawi. We
will see what the Honda comes in at for price but I think the L will be my next bike. Skid plate,
barkbusters, new suspension and it will be a great trail bike. Vandergraf and TrailPunter like
this. Yup, same as my KLXS, just added a whopping 43cc. Was hoping for a little better.
Vandergraf , afordableperformance and MikefromNL like this. Surprised they brought back the
SM. Vandergraf , Bitingdog , Xchemie and 2 others like this. Yaay , Nov 23, Joined: Dec 10,
Oddometer: You must log in or sign up to reply here. Show Ignored Content. No, but I wanna be.
My password: Forgot your password? Submit Blog Do you want more traffic, leads, and sales?
Submit your blog below if you want to grow your traffic and revenue. About Blog A forum
community dedicated to Kawasaki Motorcycle owners and enthusiasts. Come join the
discussion about performance, modifications, troubleshooting, maintenance, off-road, touring,
street bikes, and more! Come join the discussion about performance, modifications,
troubleshooting, maintenance, and more! Come join the discussion about performance, racing,
modifications, classifieds, troubleshooting, maintenance, and more! About Blog A forum
community dedicated to Kawasaki Versys motorcycle owners and enthusiasts. Come join the
discussion about performance, touring, modifications, classifieds, troubleshooting,
adjustments, reviews, maintenance, and more! About Blog A forum community dedicated to
Kawasaki Ninja motorcycle owners and enthusiasts. Come join the discussion about
performance, modifications, classifieds, maintenance, troubleshooting, and more! Come join
the discussion about performance, modifications, classifieds, troubleshooting, and more! This
is a subreddit feed for everything related to Kawasaki. About Blog A forum community
dedicated to Kawasaki Z motorcycle owners and enthusiasts. Come join the discussion about
performance, parts, troubleshooting, maintenance, modifications, classifieds, and more! Open
to the Z and Z models too! About Blog A forum community dedicated to Kawasaki Vulcan
motorcycle owners and enthusiasts. Come join the discussion about performance,
modifications, Vulcan , Vulcan , Vulcan , Vulcan , Vulcan and all other Vulcan motorcycles.
Come join the discussion about performance, racing, modifications, troubleshooting,
maintenance, and more! Come join the discussion about performance, modifications,
classifieds, riding gear, troubleshooting, maintenance, and more! About Blog Worldwide
Kawasaki Z online community, with forum, news, photos, and much more. Come join the
discussion about superbike performance, racing, modifications, classifieds, riding gear,
troubleshooting, maintenance, and more! Come join the discussion about performance
modifications, troubleshooting, maintenance, and more! Travellerspoint is one of the web's
largest and most active travel communities with members representing every country in the
world. About Blog Advice from travellers about Africa. Discover, plan and book your perfect trip
with expert advice, travel guides, destination information and inspiration from Lonely Planet.
Facebook fans 2. About Blog Advice from travellers about Middle East. About Blog BCMTouring
is India's friendliest travel community and helps you plan your vacation to the known and
off-beat places in India and across the world with the help of its experienced traveler members.
New York About Blog Explore Family Travel Forum's site for the latest information on resorts,
weekend getaways, road trips, cruises, foreign travel and more, with tips on how to make each
family experience the best ever. Find useful travel information about Hotel, apartment,
attraction, foods, entertainment and shopping in Cameron Highlands. About Blog India travel

forum is a community for discussions about different holiday destinations across India. Read
and share reviews of hotels, holiday destinations and restaurants with our forum members. Our
forums were launched in January and we invite to you have a look and meet other travelers.
About Blog The Accessible Travel Forum is a community of travelers with disabilities gathered
together to share information and ask questions about accessible travel. Do you have any
Questions about Safari to Africa? This is the right place to do so. About Blog This travel
community is to chit chat with like-minded people without the drama! Share reviews and
discuss travel experiences with others. Budapest About Blog Explore Budapest beyond the
traditional tourist routes with plenty of insider tips, local secrets and traveler reviews. Facebook
fans 9. About Blog India travel discussion forum for advice, sharing photos, chatting, and tips
for those traveling to or within India. Blog indiamike. Feedspot has a team of over 25 experts
whose goal is to rank blogs, podcasts and youtube channels in several niche categories.
Publishers submit their blogs or podcasts on Feedspot using the form at the top of this page.
Our expert editorial team reviews and adds them to a relevant category list. Ranking is based on
relevancy, blog post frequency freshness , social metrics, domain authority, traffic and many
other parameters. Doing blogger outreach or influencer marketing and want to connect with
new influencers in niche markets? Improve your outreach by connecting with authority
bloggers in your domain area. Feedspot media database has over k Influential Bloggers in over
niche categories. Email us us the type of bloggers you want to reach out at anuj feedspot. Top
20 Kawasaki Motorcycle Forums. Do you want more traffic, leads, and sales? Submit Your Blog.
About The Author. Anuj Agarwal Feedspot has a team of over 25 experts whose goal is to rank
blogs, podcasts and youtube channels in several niche categories. For Bloggers Submit Your
Blog. For Marketers Doing blogger outreach or influencer marketing and want to connect with
new influencers in niche markets? Free Email Alerts. Continue with Google. Discussion in '
Thumpers ' started by norton73 , Nov 23, Log in or Join. Adventure Rider. Click to watch the
YouTube Video. Woke up this morning and was looking at ADV on my phone while drinkin' a
coffee. I searched my history, and now it's "Page not found". Someone jump the gun? More
power, more torque, otherwise looked like the KLX I think so. I saw it too. Looks like a pretty
cool bike. DrHeinrich , Nov 23, Well at least we know this is coming to the US. Curious to see if
the CRFL is announced beyond Thailand in the next weeks and how exactly these two will
compare. Two gallon tank? Kind of expected that though. Rotopax to the rescue until or when
the aftermarket kicks in. I have the 1st one coming to my dealer reserved. DavidM1 , Nov 23, We
need a pic or two. ADV Sponsors. NJ-Brett , Nov 23, Joined: Dec 23, Oddometer: 9, Ninjafreak ,
Nov 23, Looks like Honda wins the award for best looking class dual sport. Bultaco , Nov 23,
Navin likes this. Joined: Jul 22, Oddometer: No mention of ABS which is a great thing as far as
I'm concerned! When are these going to be available in the US? Did Kawasaki use the same
plastics from last years ? Looks like it just slapped a sticker and motor in it! I'm fine with that,
pass the savings on to us! Bobk0 , Nov 23, Interesting bike, but Kawasaki is totally screwing
with us. Us KLR'ists woke up today like it might be christmas, but they pulled the switch on us,
and now more releases in Jan? What was this all about Kawasaki? We all know thats original
KLR anatomy under there They like to torture people. MikefromNL , Nov 23, Joined: Dec 31,
Oddometer: 1, Location: Vancouver. Pros: adjustable suspension. Old dash. No gear indicator.
Old styling. It looks like it will have a little more top end power than the Honda but likely less
low end torque based on engine parameters. I'm a bit disappointed in this one from Kawi. We
will see what the Honda comes in at for price but I think the L will be my next bike. Skid plate,
barkbusters, new suspension and it will be a great trail bike. Vandergraf and TrailPunter like
this. Yup, same as my KLXS, just added a whopping 43cc. Was hoping for a little better.
Vandergraf , afordableperformance and MikefromNL like this. Surprised they brought back the
SM. Vandergraf , Bitingdog , Xchemie and 2 others like this. Yaay , Nov 23, Joined: Dec 10,
Oddometer: You must log in or sign up to reply here. Show Ignored Content. No, but I wanna be.
My password: Forgot your password? Discussion in ' Thumpers ' started by Bama67 , Jun 18,
Log in or Join. Adventure Rider. Click to watch the YouTube Video. Bama67 , Jun 18, This is
kind of surprising. Says all new but I am pretty sure the old one was cc. This baby is fuel
injected though Looks like it fills the niche between the cc trail turds and the fire breathing race
bikes. RebelYell , Jun 18, Joined: Jan 2, Oddometer: 1, Location: somerset nj. Fill in for there
lack of a proper kdx no doubt.. TheLastByte , Jun 18, Kawasaki what the hell are you doing?
Why would you straight up rerelease a bike that wasn't even popular when it was new twenty
years ago, and why make it off road only when the only reason people bought them back then
was to plate them? Of course by all means put lights and turn signals on an air cooled slug, I'm
sure those will be plenty popular in the US. Navin , Jun 18, Joined: Sep 22, Oddometer: 29, I had
to check to see if the original post was from Just shows how out of touch the Japanese
manufacturers are. Navin likes this. ADV Sponsors. Kaaden , Jun 18, Joined: Aug 9, Oddometer:

Location: Maryland. Ahahahaha you can't make this stuff up. Joined: Jun 2, Oddometer: 7,
Location: Earth. The slim design of the frame and bodywork help the rider grip the bike for
increased control, while the KX-inspired seat design offers great freedom of movement for
off-road riding. Thanks to the compact design of the KLXR, a seat height of The seat uses a
slip-resistant top surface to facilitate grip when seated and smooth sides for easy mobility.
Brake lever position is also adjustable, offering riders the ability to set the position to suit their
hand size and preference. Joined: Aug 11, Oddometer: That pig is lbs! With the comeback of the
2 smoker they should have brought back the kdx. Bultaco , Jun 18, Huskyfatman and Bultaco
like this. Bultaco likes this. Ginger Beard and Navin like this. Huskyfatman , Jun 18, Joined: Oct
23, Oddometer: 2, Location: Destroying skid plates. How is that not obvious to them? Xchemie
likes this. XRHondafan , Jun 18, Joined: Oct 29, Oddometer: 2, You must log in or sign up to
reply here. Show Ignored Content. No, but I wanna be. My password: Forgot your password?
We have some more dual sport news! It was announced this morning by Kawasaki. And boy is it
underwhelming. Talk about disappointing. There is nothing at all new about this bike. So why
am I so disappointed. I was hoping for an update more akin to the recently announced CRFL.
One positive is, my model looks exactly the same! There are a couple of things besides the
motor that are different. The most noticeable is the exhaust. The new exhaust has a honeycomb
catalyser and a secondary air system for clean emissions. Presumably this will be because of
the new, stricter Euro 5 laws. Surprisingly, the curb weight of the bike appears to down 2 lbs.
Kawasaki has stated they have updated the radiators. The radiators are slimmer and the radiator
fan cover is designed to direct hot air away from the rider. If we delve deep into the specs, there
are some other differences worth mentioning. The rake has been increased 0. As a result, wheel
base has been extended by 0. Unfortunately, ground clearance is down to 9. I have to say, I do
like the camo colours, the black wheels and frame look mint. The current KLXS is and this has a
much needed engine bump. Chuck on an exhaust system, dyno tune, bash plate, tail tidy and
hand guards and this should be a pretty decent bike. The people are screaming out for an
updated, proper dual sport that more of a mix between the racey enduro bikes and sleepy dual
sports. What are your thoughts? Do you think Kawasaki should have done more or is it just me?
I mean, this bike is essentially unchanged since , which heavily based off a bike from ! That
must be a metric conversion error. Just so I would know what agility is supposed to feel like.
Often when I ride down windy backroads on the I tell myself if they put that engine in a dual
sport it might be about ideal for me. Like Like. The KLX would be bearable and even buyable, if
not Honda just announced their brand new CRF line which is better in nearly every aspect. They
do say a change is as good as a holiday! Seriously though, the bikes are really evenly matched.
Some of us value extreme reliability over extreme performance. A dual sport is not a racing bike
and anyone who thinks it is will be disappointed. As an off road noob and entering into my 50s, I
wont be maxing the capabilities of anything anytime soon, so my choice is driven by the looks
of the Kawi. I want the new motor version even more. Probly will be forced to order one without
a test spin though. I like my but it needs more poke. You are commenting using your
WordPress. You are commenting using your Google account. You are commenting using your
Twitter account. You are commenting using your Facebook account. Notify me of new
comments via email. Notify me of new posts via email. Skip to content. Share this: Facebook
Twitter Email. Like this: Like Loading Published by OnTheBackWheel. One, or both?! Leave a
Reply Cancel reply Enter your comment here Fill in your details below or click an icon to log in:.
Email required Address never made public. Name required. Add your thoughts here Email
Required Name Required Website. Post was not sent - check your email addresses! Sorry, your
blog cannot share posts by email. Kawasaki KLX lineup is one of the best dirt bike lineups in
the business. And their last batch of bikes was a hit among the dirt bikers. To make the life of
dirt riders even more exciting, Kawasaki already has introduced their next KXL line. Now, like ,
the lineup has many great bikes for you. It has been by far their best bike. A particular device
always has particular features to go on and check. For this special kawasaki, it also has many.
Check them out for easy choosing. The Kawasaki KLX lineup is famous for its iconic green
chassis. No doubt, the engine is the heart of the bike. You need to think about other factors like
the chassis. From those accidental falls whether the bike will come out undamaged or not
depends on the build quality of it. Plus, how can you forget about the suspension of the
off-roader. You are not going to ride on a smooth track. There will be a lot of bumps on the road
that might make it unbearable for you to ride on it. Only with good suspensions on the bike, you
will be able to come out of it with no pain. And there are a couple of other factors. When you
look past that vibrant color of the chassis, you witness a stylish slime frame. But not only it
looks nimble, in reality, but it is also super lightweight. However, you enjoy te rigidity of the
steel. Therefore, you can drop the bike on the ground without any worry. Riding on the trails
and mountain terrains, the bike has to deal with a lot of bumpy rocks and loose stones on the

track. At the front, you get a 43mm inverted fork that gives you the stability and control riding
through the unpredictable terrains. The spring on it dampens the shocks to keep you riding the
bike for long travels. Then at the back, the single shock Uni-Trakrear suspension adjusts with
any terrain you ride. Its compression and rebound damping feature makes it perfect for
aggressive off-road campaigns. The Kawasaki R dirt bike uses a 21 inches wheel at the front. At
the back, it boasts an inch wheel. Both of the wheels have a large diameter. The taller sidewall
offers more flex compared to standard sidewall tires. Meanwhile, the tire on the bike offers
knobs that are hard which are slightly spread out. It grips great on the rocks to give you better
control on those rocky trails. And coming to the brakes on the bike. You get strong disc brakes
on both front and rear. The front one uses a twin-piston caliper while the rear one uses a
single-piston caliper. Both of them react instantly to give you better control when needed. Just
what you require while riding off-road. When you buy the latest Kawasaki KLX r, you get a 6
months warranty on it. However, if you want more protection on your new bought ride, then you
can opt for the Kawasaki protection plus option. That way you can improve the warranty period
from years. There is no rocket science going behind it. All it has is a simple push electric button
start that gets the engine running. One great thing about this electric start is that it works fine in
all conditions. The engine gets fed with fuel using a pump valve. And when your bike is ready to
run, just use the twist throttle to get the tires moving. To be exact, the bike weighs around When
it comes to any ride, it is the engine of it that is its heart. And in that case, Kawasaki has the
fiercest of heart. With a fuel-injected cc 4-stroke engine , it is one of the most powerful dirt bike
engines there is. Just a simple push of a button and the fuel injected from the tank to the
engine. The quick-revving power on it delivers a crisp response that offers strong low-end
torque. Its efficient clean burning ears it the California green sticker. That means you can
operate it in lands where people live without any problem. That strong engine houses a durable
chassis that keeps it safe while giving you the luxury to commit with it on the hardest off-road
tracks. With six-speed transmission gear at your disposal, you get the right amount of pull to
climb up the hills. No hiccups while throttling like some of the others. With a solid high-tensile
steel body, you get great protection on the ride. Even the brakes on the bike make sure if you
commit too much, the front and rear piston brake save you from the trouble. They react fast. On
top of all that, the adjustable compression damping spring suspension absorbs the vibrations
to ensure you get a stable ride. Even those knobby hard treads on the tire are there to bite into
the unusual terrains in the most unfavorable of conditions. From top to bottom, everything on
this bike works to keep the rider safe. But when you move up a gear, the power the engine
produces that reflects on the wheels feels out of control. That kind of sudden boost of power is
one of the reasons you can get in danger as you never know what hands you get dealt. So, you
need to take some time and get used to the 6-speed transitions before taking it off-road for
some serious trail riding. Another aspect of it that might irritate you is the amount of
maintenance it requires. The bike chain picks up a lot of dirt. After a couple of rides, it starts to
move slowly and even cause too much vibration due to things getting stuck to it. You would
need to clean the chain and oil it after every other off-road adventure of yours to keep it running
like new. You can go to any authorized dealer showroom and get your hands on the Kawasaki.
Or you can even check out their official website for further information. The seat of it also plays
a similar role in it. You can seat on it for days and ride through the rockiest tracks without
feeling a bit of fatigue. The KLXR offers good speed to the riders. It can move a mph top speed
which is enough for you to ride on those challenging off-tracks. Now, compared to some other
models, the acceleration of the bike is too fast, therefore you need to be on your toes when you
go full throttle. But in reality, it is better than the earlier version. They had made the ride more
balanced than ever. Even though the power it produces is the same as the earlier one, it comes
through clean and translates on the wheels better. Not to forget, you get the same eye-catchy
look in an even slimmer design with the newer version. Your email address will not be
published. Save my name, email, and website in this browser for the next time I comment. Skip
to content Kawasaki KLX lineup is one of the best dirt bike lineups in the business. Available
Colors:. Wheels and Brakes. About The Author. David Jhon I'm John. I have been riding a dirt
bike since I was 15 years old. Riding a bike has mixed with me. Currently I am riding kawasaki
KXF. Here I will share the most human side of the biker. Events, gatherings, interviews, reviews,
and much more. Being a biker is not a fashion, it is a lifestyle. Leave a Comment Cancel Reply
Your email address will not be published. Together with fuel injection, electric start offers
hassle-free starting at the push of a button regardless of altitude or air temperature. The strong
engine and highly capable chassis satisfy both trail riders looking for a machine ideally suited
for recreational riding with friends and family, and racers looking for high performance.
Smooth-shifting six-speed transmission offers a gear for every situation. Serious off-road fun
starts with the fuel-injected cc liquid-cooled four-stroke engine, delivering crisp response,

quick-revving power and strong low-end torque. Tough build for enhanced reliability results in
an engine designed to withstand the rigors of hard trail riding. A lightweight perimeter frame
offers optimized rigidity for stability at speed while the short wheelbase facilita
markism
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tes agile handling. High ground clearance allows riders to more easily clear technical terrain
features, resulting in confident trail riding. A 43mm inverted front fork aids in stability and
control even on rough terrain. The fork settings take advantage of the long travel, using a lower
spring rate to allow damping to work over a wider stroke range. Strong disc brakes add even
more confidence and control, with a twin-piston caliper gripping a semi-floating mm petal disc
in the front and a single-piston caliper with a mm petal disc in the rear. Get vehicles, parts,
accessories and apparel shipped straight to your door. Ultimate Trail Bike. Lightweight
Platform. Ride Any Trail. Confident Control. Subscription Preferences. Enter your email address
so that we can find your existing information. Sorry, cannot submit. Invalid fields exist in below
form. If you are currently subscribed, check your email for a secure link. Didn't receive an email
from us? We're Sorry. There has been an error.

